DANISH SOLAR ENERGY
Since 1993
Now solar energy offers architectural freedom

CRF Solar roofs

Integrated roofs with solar cells in all colors, textures

• Heritage buildings

and patterns. All types of facades and roofs are an

• New residential complexes

Ideal for:

active element of the energy supply.

• Architectural projects

- Listed Buildings
- Churches
- Architectural projects
- New constructions
- Residential projects.

They are solar modules installed at the roofs, and

Contact Us:

due to the color are minimal. The performance in
relation to standard solar panels is between 90% and

New constructions can have a great potential, since

info@dansksolenergi.dk

95%, we believe we are leaders in the market with

the roof could be installed without Tiles, slates or

this new technology.

other type of roofing systems, the new solar modules

+45 35 36 7777
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• Churches
• Building facades

the cells are not visible, the developed technology
allows us to color the solar cells, in a way that it does

As you can see these products have several applica-

not change the aesthetic appearance of buildings.

tions, not only for roofs but also facades, that makes
it an ideal element for the freedom of design with

The energy production is high with this technology

integration of renewable energy.

will be the roof itself, The Solar roof will be lighter
The applications of this product are many but we can

than traditional roofs, in addition to that the calculation

highlight the following:

of foundation loads , columns and beams would be
smaller due the specific weight of the load would be
much less than in traditional roofs.
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PROTECTED BUILDINGS CAN PRODUCE ENERGY NOW

CRF Solar roofs

Our solar CFR panels for complete roof construction,s are the ideal solution for an optimal use of

Independent of which size you choose we give

Ideal for:

solar energy. Decisive factors behind the award,

you 25 years of performance warranty and up to

were the beautiful design of the installation and

12 years of material guarantee.

- Listed Buildings
- Churches
- Architectural projects
- New constructions
- Residential projects.

the high quality and performance.
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can reduce the time of the return of investment.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
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For the areas that are not receiving enough sun-

We use the highest performance CFR solar cells

light, we install dummy slates, which does not

to always achieve the best quality.
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include solar cells but provide the same aesthetic

www.dansksolenergi.dk

KEEP AESTHETICS
By installing roof with CFR solar panels, you
will obtain substantial electricity saving, that will

Our photovoltaic CFR solar cells integrate with

return your investment over a number of years.

the roof, preserve the appearance of the building.

By installing panels on full surface of your roof you

look.
We have developed special sealing, that ensures
optimal protection against rainwater.
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NEW BUILDINGS CAN BE DESIGNED WITH CFR SOLAR ROOFS

If you plan a
new house
with CFR solar
roof

And It will
increase the
value of your
property

you keep the
aesthetics of
the house

CFR Solar roof will earn money from
the start

CFR Solar integrated roofs are
profitable and C02 free

CRF Solar roofs

New constructions can have a great potential,

Ideal for:

Tiles, slates or other types of roofing systems,.

1. Module color and pattern.

- Listed Buildings
- Churches
- Architectural projects
- New constructions
- Residential projects.

The CFR modules will be the roof itself.

2. Mounting system

The CFR Solar roof will be lighter than traditional

3. Glass, level of reflection.

Contact Us:

less than in traditional roofs.
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The modules can be selected:

since the CFR solar roof could be installed without

roofs, in addition to that the calculation of foundation loads, columns and beams would be smaller
due the specific weight of the load would be much

4. The standard module size is:
For slates 1605x (350-410) x6mm.
Modules can also be produced in others sizes and
shapes by request.
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